
HONOUR LIST

Ronan Badel, *L’ami paresseux* (*The Lazy Friend*)
A outrément/Gecko Press, 2014
(nominated by IBBY France / IBBY New Zealand)

Emmi Jormalainen, *Puu* (*The Tree*)
Studio Panama, 2013
(nominated by IBBY Finland)

Su-yeon Kim, *Eoneu Badatgaeui Haru* (*A Day at the Beach*)
Borim Press, 2012
(nominated by KBBY)

Eva Macéková, *12 Hodin s Oskarem* (*12 hours with Oscar*)
Baobab, 2012
(nominated by IBBY Czech Republic)

Fanette Mellier, *Dans la lune* (*On the Moon*)
Editions du Livre, 2013
(nominated by IBBY France)
HONORARY MENTIONS

Menzione Autorità Garante per l’infanzia e l’adolescenza
Patti Kim, Sonia Sánchez, Neoneun jigeum eodie inni
(Where are you? Here I am)
Must B Publishing Co., 2014
(nominated by KBBY)

Menzione Amnesty International
(nominated by IBBY UK)

Menzione Palazzo delle Esposizioni
Song Myeong-jiin, Sumeo inneun geurimchaek (Hidden Letters Picture Book)
Borim Press, 2002
(nominated by KBBY)